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Abstract/Summary 
The overall goal of this project is to collect vibration data that could be used for 
monitoring the structural integrity and safety of the Ron Venderly Family Bridge.  
The design goal of the project is to build a working prototype which collects and 
stores the vibration data from sensors located at areas of interest on the bridge. 
Vibrations from the bridge will be gathered, digitized, and stored for future 
analysis. By designing the system to harvest energy from the environment, the 
system is self-sustainable.   
  
Bridge maintenance, while often costly and dangerous, is vital for safety and 
structural integrity. Compared to physical inspection, wireless monitoring offers 
reduced maintenance costs and increased safety.   
 
An important property to measure is the movement of the bridge with respect to 
wind, pedestrians, and structural rigidity. The three main bridge movements of 
interest in this project are torsion, vertical movement, and lateral movements.  The 
data that is collected from the sensors would give a better understanding of how 
the bridge is moving and can be evaluated for tolerance.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 1 – Conceptual Design  
 
1.1 Conceptual Design  
 Concept 1 Harvest Energy Hybrid (solar/piezoelectric) 
Topology Star 
Number of Hops 1-hop 
Energy Storage Super Capacitor 
Data Collecting Data gathered at each SN, sent to CN 
Data Access Hub/Laptop relay/Removable media 
Sensor 3d Accelerometer, piezoelectric 
Transmission Protocol IEEE 802.15.4 
Enclosure Polycarbonate 
Table 1 Conceptual Design 
• Advantages  
o If the piezoelectric is not gathering enough energy by vibrations for a 
period of time, the solar can act as a backup to gather energy during 
the day. 
o Using star topology minimizes number of hops to one hop, which uses 
less energy for data transfer.  
o Super capacitor properties:  virtually unlimited lifespan, low cost, 
ability to charge in less than 20 seconds, fast discharge, and no worry 
of overcharging. 
o Storing data at each sensor node allows data from sensor to be stored 
while data is being sent from other nodes.  
o Using a hub/laptop to gather data from the control node provides the 
ability to access data from remote locations with internet access. 
o Tri-axial accelerometer provides 3-dimensional readings of the 
bridge’s vibrations, while piezoelectric also provides vibration stream 
data. 
o IEEE 802.15.4 has low power consumption, range of 30m needed to 
access different sensor locations, and supports power-saving sleep 
functionality. 
o The enclosure made of polycarbonate has twice the impact strength of 
ABS, has electromagnetic shielding, high heat resistivity and high 
dielectric strength 
 
 
 
 
• Disadvantages 
o Using hybrid becomes more expensive and also makes the sensor 
more bulky  
o Super capacitor may only have 1/5 the capacity of a Lithium Ion 
• Considerations 
o Design requires a hub to be installed for remote access. 
o Lithium-ion batteries are typically used for our type of application. 
o Secondary “fall-back” options for this design include: lithium-ion 
battery power source and removable media for data storage and 
access. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.2 Component Interfacing  
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Figure 1 Block diagram for system interfacing 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Signal Conditioning 1 & 2 combined 
 
Figure 3 Signal Conditioning 3 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Signal Conditioning 4 
 
1.3 Selection of components 
The table below provides a list of actual components that we found to meet the 
specifications of our concept.  
Components 
Device Quick Spec. Model/Part # Provider 
Explorer 16 Dev. Board 100-pin w/PIM DM240002 Microchip 
PIC24 Microcontroller PIM 16-bit MCU PIC24FJ64GA004 Microchip 
PICTail Plus Transceiver  2.4 GHz  IEEE 802.15.4 MRF24J40MA Microchip 
Accelerometer 3-axis  ±3g, 1.8 to 3.6V ADXL335 Analog 
Enclosure Polycarbonate 3.120.0556.28 Sealcon 
Mounting Plate 1.5mm Galvanized Steel 3.120.0560.69 Sealcon 
Supercapacitor 5V, 3 Farad PM-5R0V305-R Mouser 
Solar Panel 9V  2W SPE-225-6 SolarWorld 
Piezoelectric Variable Res. Freq., < 70V 0-1002794-1 Parallax 
Table 2 Components selected for our application 
 
1.4 Transfer Protocol   
In relation to the selection of the wireless standard for this project, we have 
two main design criteria. We must minimize energy usage, and we must also be 
able to have “talking” between our furthest node and control node. 
 
When selecting the control node location, we assume that the system may expand 
to monitor the full length of the bridge, and may eventually include an access point 
 
 
 
at one end.  To account for possible future expansion, the control node is placed at 
the center of the bridge.  The selected bridge spans 220 feet (67 meters).  
Assuming a star topology and node locations defined in section 1.3., it is calculated 
that 18 meters is the maximum communication distance.  This estimate provides a 
general range value used in choosing the appropriate wireless standard.   
 
IEEE standard 802.15.4 (also known as “ZigBee”) has been deemed appropriate of 
this wireless sensor network application for the following reasons:  
• Protocol focuses on low-energy communication 
• Designed for applications with transmission range up to 100 meters  
• Data transfer rates of 250 kbps for 2.4 GHz interaction. 
• Protocol allows for sleep functionality and can wake up in 15 milliseconds, 
when needed.  
• Protocol provides the lowest power consumption for our desired talking 
range, which is 34 meters.   
• Extremely valuable towards efforts to lower the overall power consumption 
of the system.   
Since the control node needs to coordinate the collection of data from the four 
sensor nodes, it must use a functionality which requests data from the sensor 
nodes.  The control node will request data from one sensor node, receive all data 
frames successfully, send an acknowledgement for each data frame, and then 
repeat the process with the next sequential node.  The nomenclature for this request 
functionality is defined as a “Beacon-enable Network”, and is described explicitly 
in IEEE protocol 802.15.4, section 5.5.2.1. 
 
Figure 5 "Data Transfer to a coordinator" for a Beacon-Enabled Network,  
IEEE Standard 802.15.4, section 5.5.2.1. 
 
 
 
1.5 Energy Harvesting, Power Consumption, and Data Collection 
The solar panel generates the majority of the power needed for a sensor or control 
node.  When there are good weather conditions, the solar panel will act as the 
primary harvester.  The piezoelectric will gather power all of the time and act as a 
backup for when the weather conditions are not conducive for the solar panel.  This 
is optimal for gathering the most power throughout the day. The solar panel can 
provide up to 2W and the piezoelectric can provide up to 7mW. The table below 
provides estimated values for the max power consumption of the entire device.  
This clearly shows that the total power consumed is less than the potential total 
power that the device can gather with the solar/piezoelectric combination.  The 
accelerometer will need to be powered as it collects data for short periods of time.  
The data from the accelerometer will show accelerations in the x, y, and z, 
directions. 
Power Consumption (Operation State) 
Device Provider Power (W) 
PIC24 Microcontroller PIM Microchip 0.1 
PICTail Plus Transceiver PIM Microchip 0.0828 
Accelerometer Analog 0.000648 
Max Estimated Power Consumption:   0.184448 
Table 3 Estimated Power Consumption 
 
1.6 Hardware 
The PIC24FJ64GA004 Microcontroller PIM was chosen as the microcontroller for 
this project and approved for application per Microchip.  Its notable features are: 
low power sleep, fast wake, and fast control functionality.  It also has 8192 bytes 
of internal RAM for storing data at each sensor node until control node is ready to 
receive wireless transmission.  The following calculation shows the length of time 
that the microcontroller can collect data (81.92 seconds):  
• Nyquist rate for 10 Hz  = (20 samples / second)  
• Accelerometer bits (3 channels * 10 bit ADC)  
      + piezoelectric (1 channel * 10 bit ADC) = (40 bits/sample) 20 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
∗
40 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
∗
1 𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒8 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 ∗ 81.92 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 = 8192 𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 
 
The operating voltage of the microcontroller is between 2-3.6 V and has an 
operating current of 650 µA/MIPS typical at 2.0 V and sleep current of 150 nA 
typical at 2.0 V.  The microcontroller has 13-channel 10 bit ADC built into the 
 
 
 
microcontroller allowing for the piezoelectric and accelerometer analog signals to 
be digitized by the microcontroller directly.   
The MRF24J40MA PICTail Plus 2.4 GHz RF Card was chosen because it is a card 
package that inputs directly into the Explorer 16 development board.  There are 
three versions of the MRF24J40 (M, MA, & MB).  Of these, the MA version was 
chosen because it has an antenna built onto the card and has a signal range of up to 
70 m line-of-sight.  The M version has no antenna built in and the MB version 
consumes more power due to longer signal transmission capability.  Typical 
current consumption for TX is 23 mA and for RX is 19 mA and draws on 2 µA in 
sleep mode.  It is also important to note that the MRF24J40MA is accompanied by 
the Microchip ZigBee 2006 Protocol Stack. 
A micro-SD card adapter will be used to store data that can be removed at the 
control node.  This allows for mass storage of data and will continue to store data 
even if a power loss occurs.  The operating voltage of the SD adapter is 3.3 VDC 
and is capable of operating in serial or bus mode.  
 
1.7 Software  
The software used for the microcontroller and the wireless card are compatible 
with products from Microchip Technology Inc.  The microcontroller combined 
with the wireless card requires the use of C Compiler and MPLAB ICE/IDE.  The 
ZigBee 2006 Protocol Stack allows for the 2.4 GHz RF card to communicate with 
the microcontroller and is ready to send and receive signals.  The MRF24J40 
Radio Utility Driver Program allows the user to configure and run tests of basic 
transceiver functionality such as transmission, reception sleep and Turbo mode 
using a command-line and menu-driven user interface. 
 
1.8 Enclosure  
A polycarbonate enclosure offers a low thermal conductivity of 0.19-0.22 W/m·K 
which is excellent for warmer temperatures. This has a temperature range of -53 ºF 
to 212 ºF. The polycarbonate can withstand 15 – 67 kV/mm; this is much higher 
than the voltage levels our device will operate with. It has an impact strength of 
~16 ft·lb/in, which is more than enough for a good amount of protection from the 
elements.  It is a tightly sealed enclosure with a silver silicone gasket to keep it 
weatherproof.  The outside size of the enclosure is 175 mm by 175 mm by 75 mm.  
Figure 6 shows top view and the side view of the enclosure.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Polycarbonate Enclosure 
The mounting plate goes inside the enclosure and is used to attach electronic 
components.  A DIN Rail could also be used to attach electronic components 
inside the enclosure.  The chosen solar panel can mount on the cover of the 
enclosure without going over the edges since it is 4.5” by 6.25.”  Piezoelectric 
sensors should be mounted on the internal walls of the enclosure to ensure no flex 
occurs on the devices.  With a size of 0.98” by 0.52”, multiple piezoelectric 
devices could be placed on the internal walls.  One or two piezoelectrics in each of 
the x, y, and z directions should be utilized for sensing vibrations.  Piezoelectric 
harvesters can be placed so they vibrate in free space for optimal energy gain. 
 
1.9 Budget Evaluation  
Budget 
Device Model/Part # Provider Qty. 
Cost 
Each 
Total 
Cost 
Expl.16 Dev. Board DM240002 Microchip 2 129.99 259.98 
PIC24 MCU PIM PIC24FJ64GA004 Microchip 6 4.02 24.12 
Transceiver MRF24J40MA Microchip 6 18.95 113.70 
Accelerometer ADXL335 Digi-Key 6  5.42 32.52 
Enclosure 3.120.0556.28 Sealcon 5 21.84 109.20 
Mounting Plate 3.120.0560.69 Sealcon 5 4.20 21.00 
DIN Rail 3120056113 Sealcon 5 1.58 7.90 
Supercapacitor PM-5R0V305-R Mouser 12 14.46 173.52 
Solar Panel SPE-225-6 SolarWorld 5 49.00 245.00 
Piezoelectric 0-1002794-1 Parallax 12 1.79 21.48 
Miscellaneous and shipping costs (Estimate): 191.58 
Total System Cost: $1200.00 
Table 4 Cumulative costs 
The budget for the overall project of less than $2000 is satisfied.  Miscellaneous 
items include any additional reference material, circuit components, etc. 
 
 
 
Section 2: Building Process & Modifications  
 
2.1 Building Process 
The building process for this particular design started with ordering the 
microcontroller and development board to become familiar with the new software.  
Code examples provided from Microchip were used to gain basic knowledge of 
how to compile, debug, and load programs into the board.  Shortly after getting 
familiar with the new software and hardware for the microcontroller, testing on the 
piezoelectric and accelerometer were performed to see how each functioned and 
how they would interface with the design.  Software found on Microchip’s website 
(ZigBee 2006 Protocol Stack) was loaded as the working program.  This 
workspace did not incorporate ADC sampling or configuration and needed to have 
this functionality imported.  Along with nesting the ADC code within, the working 
program needed to switch upon particular user-defined messages which are passed 
between the Control Node and Sensor Nodes.  Modifying this program was the 
main workload required for this program to be useful in the project.  The two main 
.c files which show the code structure for the Control Node and Sensor Nodes are 
found in Appendices A and B, respectively.  A visual diagram of the node 
interactions can be found in Appendix C.   
 
In general, the building process tasks were assigned as follows:  
• Andrew Lash  Hardware and Interfacing 
• Andrew Stoffel  Hardware and Enclosures 
• Mark Uhl  Software 
 
2.2 Modifications to Design 
Some changes to the conceptual design were made after performing some tests.  
Many complications or improvements do not present themselves until the 
implementation stage of the design process.   
 
Energy Harvesting Modifications 
In the conceptual design for harvesting energy, a hybrid method involving the use 
of piezoelectrics and solar panels was projected for gathering energy. Initial testing 
on the piezoelectric showed that a maximum of 6 µW was generated whereas the 
solar panel generated approximately 4 W·h over the course of entire 24 hour 
period.  For the piezoelectric to be considered as a beneficial method for gathering 
energy the cost of the piezoelectric was around $200.00, which is $150.00 more 
than the cost of the solar panel.   
 
 
 
 
Charging Circuit Modifications 
The original charging circuit showed a combination of using piezoelectric and 
solar power to charge a battery/capacitor.  As specified as a backup for replacing 
the energy storing capacitor in the design, a Li-ion battery is used.  The Li-ion 
battery costs much less and holds more charge than capacitor.  Performing further 
research led us to the circuit that is currently in the design.  This circuit is more 
advanced in many aspects:  temperature sensing, which will stop charging if 
ambient temperature around the circuit exceeds 140 °C, LED for identifying when 
the circuit is charging, current limiting to the battery to not exceed the charging 
specifications of the Li-ion battery, senses when the battery is fully charged and 
performs shutdown, and is designed for use with a single cell Li-ion battery with 
pulse charging characteristics. 
 
Sensor Modifications 
The original design shows both an accelerometer and a piezoelectric for measuring 
bridge vibrations.  The accelerometer (ADXL335) has signal conditioning and 
filtering capacitors for measuring low frequency vibrations.  The piezoelectric has 
no signal conditioning and is also unable to measure in 3 dimensions, which is not 
as useful for helping identify modes of bridge movement. 
 
Microcontroller Modifications 
The original design uses a PIC24FJ64GA004 microcontroller, which was the 
recommended PIC microcontroller to use per Microchip.  However, when using 
the RF card with the PIC24FJ64GA004, the RF card uses nearly all of the available 
analog pins which are associated with the ADC.  The remaining ADC analog pins 
were reserved for SPI, UART, etc.  This pin-overloading structure arises from the 
fact that the PIC24FJ64GA004 has 44-pins mapped to the 100-pin PIM, which are 
then mapped to the 120-pin development board.  Furthermore, Microchip 
explained that to use the PIC24FJ64GA004 with the ZigBee P2P stack, necessary 
modifications to the header file which manages the software/hardware mapping 
would not be possible given our time constraint.  Due to these issues, the 
PIC24FJ64GA004 was changed to the PIC24FJ128GA010.  The 
PIC24FJ128GA010 has 1-to-1 pin mapping for the 100-pin-PIC100-pin-PIM.  
This limits the mapping required to use the inputs on the development board 
located at J9.  Also, Microchip’s ZigBee P2P stack was developed using the 
PIC24FJ128GA010, which makes this MCU ideal.  Furthermore the 
PIC24FJ128GA010 has all other required features, including ADC functionality, 
equivalent RAM size, sleep functionality, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
Node modifications 
The original design calls for one Control Node and four Sensor Nodes.  Due to the 
unforeseen time delay caused by the original MCU, the system was not able to 
expand to four Sensor Nodes.  The transfer between the Control Node and Sensor 
Node 1 is functional, and the code for any two Sensor Nodes is nearly identical.  
The software was prepared for the designed system, but the final parts were not 
ordered since they are quite costly and it was anticipated that they would not be 
used.  
 
Enclosure Modifications 
The original enclosure picked for the design was 175 mm by 175 mm by 75 mm.  
This enclosure was not available to purchase in a reasonable time so we chose an 
enclosure similar in all regards except for the dimensions.  The new enclosure is 
125 mm by 175 mm by 150 mm and will still contain all of our components. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Section 3: Testing  
 
3.1 Solar Panel Testing 
The solar panel we chose was the SPE-225-6 from SolarWorld because it offered a 
reasonable size that could be mounted on the enclosure surface.  It also would 
provide enough power for our device to be sustainable through long periods of 
time during months that sunlight was less available.  The first test for the solar 
panel was finding the peak power output of the solar panel at its operating point.  
This was found by placing various sizes of power resistors across the solar panel 
output and measuring the current and voltage.   
 
The solar panel was placed outside with 0% cloud cover and with no obstructions 
as the sun was perpendicular to the surface of the solar panel giving the most 
attainable output from the source.  Four power resistors, 75 Ω each, were used to 
obtain varying impedance values of 75 Ω, 37.5 Ω, 25 Ω, and 18.75 Ω when placed 
in parallel with each other.  The actual resistance values varied from the theoretical 
values by approximately ± 2.5% according to the measurements taken from our 
Craftsman 82344 Autoranging Multimeter.  The solar panel voltage was also tested 
with an open circuit.  Current was tested with a short circuit of the output with the 
multimeter connected between positive and negative.  Figure 7 shows the power of 
the solar panel with different impedance values connected to the output.  The 
figure also shows where the peak power was obtained from the solar panel from 
the operating point at 38.4 Ω.  This peak power that was found was 0.9186 W.  
Power was found by multiplying voltage and current while the 38.2 Ω of resistance 
was connected to the solar panel output. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Solar Panel Operating Point 
The solar panel was then tested for the optimum angle of placement with respect to 
the horizon and direction.  Throughout the year, the sun will face an angle between 
30 degrees and 50 degrees from winter solstice to the summer solstice along the 
southern half of the sky.  Based on research and experimental values for the angle 
of the sun, the optimum angle of placement with respect to the sun was determined 
to be around 42 degrees.  The latitude in the area of the bridge is approximately 
41.6 degrees North.  This coincides with the exact angle the sun will face during 
the Spring and Fall Equinox.  The angle of the side panel along Ron Venderly 
Bridge was measured with a protractor to be approximately 42 degrees which 
conveniently is around the angle that has the most sunlight directly perpendicular 
to the panel throughout the year.  It is then determined that the best place to mount 
the solar panel on the bridge would be on the southern facing side of the bridge 
directly on the side panel that is 42 degrees with respect to the horizon.  From here, 
all tests of the solar panel were determined using an angle of 42 degrees and facing 
the same direction the southern side of the bridge faces which is 30 degrees West 
of South.  Data was then collected throughout February and March for the time of 
day, cloud cover, temperature, and power from the solar panel.  Measurements 
were taken anywhere from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm when it was feasible to take the 
measurements.  Sometimes only a few measurements were taken on 100% cloud 
 
 
 
cover days as the power output was very low and stayed about the same.  Figure 8 
shows the average power that was obtained continuously through the month of 
February with respect to the cloud cover percentage that was taken.  This shows 
that when the cloud cover increased the average power went down. 
 
 
Figure 8 February Average Power (mW) 
 
Figure 9 shows the average power obtained continuously throughout the month of 
March.  During this month, the average power clearly increases when there is less 
cloud cover, but there is a slight decrease in average power around 50 percent.  
This could be because of an error in estimating the cloud cover or an average time 
of day difference when the measurement was taken and the cloud coverage was the 
same. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 March Average Power (mW) 
 
The total numbers of days were placed into three brackets for cloud percentage.  
The following tables show the brackets of greater than 70%, 35 to 70%, and less 
than 35%.  Average power per day was calculated by averaging the total number of 
days with greater than 70 percent cloud cover.  Power per month was calculated by 
taking average power per day multiplied by 30 days for a month.  W*h per month 
was calculated by dividing the total power per month (mW) by 1000 to obtain the 
unit of Watts, and then multiplied by 10 to get W*h for the 10 hours per day that 
the solar panel would get the power. 
 
 
Table 5 Compiled Average Power data for February 
Month of February 
Cloud 
Cover (%) 
Day
s 
Average Power a Day 
(mW) 
Power a Month 
(mW) 
Watt Hours / 
Month 
> 70% 17 31.2868 531.8763 5.3188 
35 - 70% 9 665.5118 5989.6060 59.8961 
< 35% 5 783.4775 3917.3877 39.1739 
  
Total 10438.8700 104.3887 
 
 
 
 
Table 6 Compiled Average Power data for March 
Month of March 
Cloud 
Cover (%) 
Day
s 
Average Power a Day 
(mW) 
Power a Month 
(mW) 
Watt Hours / 
Month 
> 70% 13 22.0340 286.4416 2.8644 
35 - 70% 10 599.4610 5994.6100 59.9461 
< 35% 8 844.7601 6758.0807 67.5808 
  
Total 13039.1323 130.3913 
 
3.2 Piezoelectric Testing 
The piezoelectric we chose was the LTD0 made by Measurement Specialties and 
ordered from Parallax.  This device would produce measureable voltages anywhere 
from 0 to 70 Volts.  We estimated that the average tip deflection that we would 
encounter with our piezoelectric on the bridge would be around 5 mm or around 15 
degrees for the device.  We selected the values from the data sheet to determine the 
amount of power we would obtain continuously from this device if it was subject 
to 5 mm deflections.  The data sheet provides that with 5 mm of deflection the 
piezo will give out 7.2 nC of charge and around 15 V.  Using the equation = 𝐶
𝑉
 , the 
capacitance of the piezoelectric was determined to be 480 pF.  It is expected that 
the piezoelectric will encounter 0.9 to 1.2 Hz frequency range for the modes we are 
interested in and the balance we would place on the piezoelectric to obtain power 
around 1 Hz.  The amperage we would obtain from the device was measured with 
short circuit through our DMM to provide a maximum of 1.2 µA.  Figure 10 shows 
the oscillation voltage output from the piezoelectric while testing the piezoelectric 
with a vibration around 0.5 to 2 Hz. 
 
 
Figure 10 Piezoelectric Vibration Test 
 
 
 
The piezoelectric provides a max power of 0.36 µW from the device as the highest 
voltage obtained was around 0.3 V.  Therefore, it was determined that the 
piezoelectric would not be suitable power source compared to the solar panel and 
was eliminated as one of our options for utilizing it to power our system.  The 
device could still be utilized as a sensor connected to an analog input channel with 
the circuit in figure 4 shown earlier. 
 
3.3 Transmission Testing 
The transceiver we chose was the MRF24J40MA 2.4 GHz PICTail Plus RF Card 
from Microchip.  Indoor and outdoor range tests were conducted with this device 
for up to 35 meters.  All tests passed as our data packets were successfully sent 
from the sensor node to the control node.  The outdoor testing included successful 
transmission of at least one quarter-length of the bridge.   
 
Messages and data were verified by two methods.  By the first method, the two 
nodes were programmed with their respective codes while the Control Node was 
examined in Debug mode via the Microchip ICD3.  The Sensor Node’s BYTE 
Signal array is initialized for the purpose of transmission testing.  This initialized 
signal was sent by the Sensor Node and viewed with the use of software 
breakpoints in Debug mode.  The Sensor Node’s Signal array is non-repeating, 
therefore assuring that the Control Node’s incoming data can be viewed for 
accuracy.   
 
By the second method, the Sensor Node’s Signal array was populated with real-
time digitized values from the on-board potentiometer.  The values were gathered 
by the user in some recognizable pattern (0255, 2550, etc.) and displayed on 
the Sensor Node LCD screen.  At this point the user visually inspects to ensure that 
these streaming LCD values are appropriate.  Once a full, 10 second collection 
cycle is fulfilled, the data is sent to the Control Node.  Control Node’s incoming 
data stream is verified on the LCD screen and in the workspace’s Debug mode. 
 
3.4 Accelerometer Testing 
The accelerometer we chose was the ADXL 335 from Sparkfun Electronics and 
manufactured by Analog Devices.  This accelerometer was tested for the vibrations 
we would obtain through the three outputs as voltages between -500 and 500 mV.  
During our tests, each set of vibrations was conducted for a single axis from 10 to 
15 seconds.  The following figures show our testing of the X, Y, and Z directions, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 Vibrations measured from X-axis output 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Vibrations measured from Y-axis Output 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Vibrations measured from Z-axis Output 
 
3.5 Completed Device Testing 
The device was able to wirelessly transmit data across the required distance, which 
is 17 meters.  The device took approximately 30 seconds from power-up to connect 
to the other node.  After the connection is in place, 10 seconds of data is recorded 
by the tester at the Sensor Node.  After the data has been recorded, it can be 
immediately sent to the control node from the sensor node.  Connecting the battery 
and charging circuit together with the development board needed some slight 
tweaking to achieve the proper 3.3 V it required.  This was achieved using a 
voltage divider circuit from the battery varying a potentiometer.  For one of the 
charging circuits, there was a battery drain when the circuit was connected.  This 
issue was isolated to just one charging circuit and limited the battery usage to 
approximately 5 minutes.  The charging circuit was able to charge the Li-Ion 
battery on average between 150-200mA when connected in the charging circuit.   
 
  
 
 
 
Section 4:  Evaluations and Recommendations 
 
During the course of the design and implementation of the project, the first 
recommendation is to become familiar with the company supplying the hardware 
for your project.  At one point or another, you may need tech support and need 
answers quickly due to the limited time-frame of a project.  Also, the Embedded 
Microprocessor course would have been helpful since many of the tasks in the 
project are covered in this course; however, they are using the 8051 chip.   
 
Programming for a project takes a lot of time; promise only what you can deliver. 
Don’t neglect necessary time for software debugging and unforeseen issues.  
Furthermore, it is best to order only the minimum parts necessary for testing and 
development.  Once testing and development is successful, order the rest needed 
for the full system.   For scenarios involving a part change, the unused parts 
become wasted money from the limited budget. 
 
Conclusion 
The project was successful in many areas.  Analog voltage was digitized at 25 
Hertz and stored in RAM until 10 seconds of sampling was recorded.  The data 
stored in the RAM was then sent to the control node wirelessly based on message 
interaction.  The Li-Ion battery was able to be charged using the charging circuit 
and the MCU & RF card were powered by the battery, which allowed to us to 
perform remote testing on the bridge.  The solar panel used for charging the Li-Ion 
battery provided enough power for our purposes.  It is adequate if the design is 
deployed; replacing a battery at specified intervals is not necessary on the basis of 
power consumption.   
 
A nice feature in using the development boards for our purposes was that we were 
able to see when the two nodes were in communication with each or when 
communication was lost.  The development boards provided all the features we 
needed, and we consequently saved hundreds of dollars from our project budget as 
PCB design was not necessary.   Since the goal of this project was not to design or 
change the wireless protocol for sensor network communication, further 
development into this area is needed for more control of the network. 
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Appendix A: Control Node software 
 
// FileName: FeatureDemoNode1.c 
// Processor: PIC24FJ128GA010 
// Hardware: Explorer 16 
// File Description: This is the condensed code which acts as the “Control Node”. 
 
/************************ HEADERS ********************************/ 
#include "Common\Console.h" 
#include "Common\SymbolTime.h" 
#include "Transceivers\Transceivers.h" 
#include "WirelessProtocols\MCHP_API.h" 
#include "C:\Microchip Solutions\Microchip\Include\Common\timer.h" 
 
/************************ DEFINES ********************************/ 
#define LIGHT   0x01 
#define SWITCH  0x02 
/*******************************************************************/ 
 
#if ADDITIONAL_NODE_ID_SIZE > 0 
    BYTE AdditionalNodeID[ADDITIONAL_NODE_ID_SIZE] = {LIGHT}; 
#endif 
 
/*********** VARIABLES and FUNCTION PROTOTYPES ********************/ 
BYTE myChannel = 25; 
BYTE SignalReceivedArray[26][10] = {0}; 
BOOL RecognizeMessage_SNready(int SensorIndex); 
void SendMessage_Complete(int SensorIndex); 
void SendMessage_Request(int SensorIndex); 
 
/***************** FUNCTION DESCRIPTION ***************************/ 
* Function: void main(void) 
* Overview: The device will first search for an existing network.  If a network exists 
* and the parameters of the network are acceptable to the device (in this example  
* simple RSSI minimum) then the device will join the existing network.  If the device                    
* does not find an acceptable network and is a coordinator then the device will  
* perform an energy scan on all of the channels available and determine which channel 
* has the lowest noise.  It will form a new network on this channel as the PAN  
* coordinator. 
********************************************************************/ 
int main(void) 
{    
    BYTE i, j; 
    BYTE TxSynCount = 0; 
    BYTE TxNum = 0; 
    BYTE RxNum = 0; 
    BYTE PressedButton; 
    int k_receiver = 1; 
    int k_looper; 
    BOOL ReceivingSN1 = 0; 
    BOOL ReceivingSN2 = 0; 
    BOOL ReceivingSN3 = 0; 
    BOOL ReceivingSN4 = 0; 
 
    // Initialize Board 
    BoardInit();          
    ConsoleInit();   
     
    LED_1 = 0; 
    LED_2 = 0; 
     
    // Board "welcome" display 
 
 
 
    LCDDisplay((char *)"   Control             Node     ", 0, TRUE); 
     
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    // Function MiApp_ProtocolInit initialize the chosen protocol stack 
    // before the stack can be run. It is usually applied after the  
    // the hardware initialziation, before the hand-shake process. 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    MiApp_ProtocolInit(); 
     
    Printf("\r\nStarting Node 1 of Feature Demo for MiWi(TM) P2P Stack ..."); 
    Printf("\r\n  Input Configuration:"); 
    Printf("\r\n           Button 1: RD6 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RB5 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RB0 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n           Button 2: RD7 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RB4 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RA5 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n  Output Configuration:"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RS232 port"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     USB on PIC18 Explo"); 
    Printf("\r\n              LED 1: D10 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RA0 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     D8 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n              LED 2: D9 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RA1 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     D7 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n      RF Transceiver: MRF24J40"); 
    Printf("\r\n     Demo Instruction:"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     Power on the board until LED 1 lights up"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     to indicate it is ready to establish new"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     connections. Push Button 1 to perform"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     frequency agility procedure. Push Button"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     2 to unicast encrypted message. LED 2 will"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     be toggled upon receiving messages. "); 
    Printf("\r\n\r\n"); 
 
    #ifdef ENABLE_ACTIVE_SCAN 
 
        myChannel = 0xFF; 
        ConsolePutROMString((ROM char *)"\r\nStarting Active Scan..."); 
         
        LCDDisplay((char *)"Active Scanning", 0, FALSE); 
 
        /*******************************************************************/ 
        // Function MiApp_SearchConnection will return the number of existing  
        // connections in all channels. It will help to decide which channel  
        // to operate on and which connection to add 
        // The return value is the number of connections. The connection data 
        //     are stored in global variable ActiveScanResults. Maximum active 
        //     scan result is defined as ACTIVE_SCAN_RESULT_SIZE 
        // The first parameter is the scan duration, which has the same definition 
        //     in Energy Scan. 10 is roughly 1 second. 9 is a half second and 11  
        //     is 2 seconds. Maximum scan duration is 14, or roughly 16 seconds. 
        // The second parameter is the channel map. Bit 0 of the  
        //     double word parameter represents channel 0. For the 2.4GHz  
        //     frequency band, all possible channels are channel 11 to channel  
        //     26. As the result, the bit map is 0x07FFF800. Stack will filter 
        //     out all invalid channels, so the application only needs to pay 
        //     attention to the channels that are not preferred. 
        /*******************************************************************/ 
        i = MiApp_SearchConnection(10, 0xFFFFFFFF); 
         
        if( i > 0 ) 
 
 
 
        { 
            // now print out the scan result. 
            Printf("\r\nActive Scan Results: \r\n"); 
            for(j = 0; j < i; j++) 
            { 
                printf("Channel: "); 
                PrintDec(ActiveScanResults[j].Channel ); 
                printf("   RSSI: "); 
                PrintChar(ActiveScanResults[j].RSSIValue); 
                printf("\r\n"); 
                myChannel = ActiveScanResults[j].Channel; 
            } 
        } 
    #endif 
 
 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    // Function MiApp_ConnectionMode sets the connection mode for the  
    // protocol stack. Possible connection modes are: 
    //  - ENABLE_ALL_CONN       accept all connection request 
    //  - ENABLE_PREV_CONN      accept only known device to connect 
    //  - ENABL_ACTIVE_SCAN_RSP do not accept connection request, but allow 
    //                          response to active scan 
    //  - DISABLE_ALL_CONN      disable all connection request, including 
    //                          active scan request 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    MiApp_ConnectionMode(ENABLE_ALL_CONN); 
 
    #ifdef ENABLE_ED_SCAN 
        LCDDisplay((char *)"Active Scanning Energy Scanning", 0, FALSE); 
         
        /*******************************************************************/ 
        // Function MiApp_StartConnection tries to establish a valid connection 
        // before returning the index of connection table for the partner  
        // device.  
        // 
        // The first parameter is the mode of start connection. There are two 
        // valid connection modes: 
        //   - START_CONN_DIRECT        start the connection on current channel 
        //   - START_CONN_ENERGY_SCN    perform an energy scan first, before 
        //                              starting the connection on the channel 
        //                              with least noise 
        //   - START_CONN_CS_SCN        perform a carrier sense scan first, 
        //                              before starting the connection on the  
        //                              channel with least carrier sense noise 
        // 
        // The second parameter is the scan duration, which has the same definition 
        //     in Energy Scan. 10 is roughly 1 second. 9 is a half second and 11  
        //     is 2 seconds. Maximum scan duration is 14, or roughly 16 seconds. 
        // 
        // The third parameter is the channel map. Bit 0 of the  
        //     double word parameter represents channel 0. For the 2.4GHz  
        //     frequency band, all possible channels are channel 11 to channel  
        //     26. As the result, the bit map is 0x07FFF800. Stack will filter 
        //     out all invalid channels, so the application only needs to pay 
        //     attention to the channels that are not preferred. 
        /*******************************************************************/ 
        MiApp_StartConnection(START_CONN_ENERGY_SCN, 10, 0xFFFFFFFF); 
    #endif 
     
    // Turn on LED 1 to indicate ready to accept new connections 
    LED_1 = 1; 
                         
 
 
 
    // Display connection started. 
    LCDDisplay((char *)"Start Connection on Channel %d", currentChannel, TRUE); 
 
    // Display Control Node options. 
    LCDDisplay((char *)" Cycle start on  'SN1ready' msg ", 0, FALSE);  
 
    while(1) 
    { 
        // Is there a message available? If so, store in variable "rxMessage". 
        if( MiApp_MessageAvailable() ) 
        { 
     // Recognize the "SN1ready" signal from Sensor Node 1. 
     if( RecognizeMessage_SNready(1) ) 
     {     
        // Request Data from Node 1, and set current node flag. 
  SendMessage_Request(1); 
  ReceivingSN1 = 1;       
           } 
    else if( RecognizeMessage_SNready(2) ) 
     { 
      // Request Data from Node 2, and set current node flag. 
      SendMessage_Request(2); 
      ReceivingSN1 = 2;     
     } 
     else if( RecognizeMessage_SNready(3) ) 
     { 
    // Request Data from Node 3, and set current node flag. 
  SendMessage_Request(3); 
  ReceivingSN1 = 3;     
     } 
     else if( RecognizeMessage_SNready(4) ) 
     { 
  // Request Data from Node 4, and set current node flag. 
  SendMessage_Request(4); 
  ReceivingSN1 = 4;     
     } 
     // Signal message is 10 bytes (0x0A) by 25 rows (25 packets) 
    else if( ( 1 <= k_receiver ) && ( k_receiver <= 25) && 
        ( rxMessage.PayloadSize == 0x0A ) ) 
      { 
   // Assign to "SignalReceivedArray" by indexing 
  for(i = 0; i < rxMessage.PayloadSize; i++) 
             { 
      SignalReceivedArray[k_receiver][i] = rxMessage.Payload[i]; 
             } 
  DisplayReceivedSample(SignalReceivedArray[k_receiver][0],k_receiver); 
  k_receiver++; 
  if( k_receiver > 25 ) 
       { 
     //Reset since "SignalReceivedArray" is full 
     k_receiver = 1;  
     delay_ms(500); 
     if( ReceivingSN1 ) 
     { 
      LCDDisplay((char *)"SN1data AcquiredNext: SN2data...", 0, FALSE); 
   SendMessage_Complete(1); 
   ReceivingSN1 = 0; 
     } 
     else if( ReceivingSN2 ) 
     { 
   LCDDisplay((char *)"SN2data AcquiredNext: SN3data...", 0, FALSE); 
   SendMessage_Complete(2); 
   ReceivingSN2 = 0; 
 
 
 
     } 
     else if( ReceivingSN3 ) 
     { 
   LCDDisplay((char *)"SN3data AcquiredNext: SN4data...", 0, FALSE); 
   SendMessage_Complete(3); 
   ReceivingSN3 = 0; 
     } 
     else if( ReceivingSN4 ) 
     { 
   LCDDisplay((char *)"SN4data AcquiredRestrtOnSN1ready", 0, FALSE); 
   SendMessage_Complete(4); 
   ReceivingSN4 = 0; 
     } 
  } 
 } 
MiApp_DiscardMessage(); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
    // Switch on Explorer 16 Board button pressed. 
    // These cases are not evaluated in our project. The Control Node does not require 
    //    button pressing.  Messages are sent automatically without button pressing. 
    PressedButton = ButtonPressed();  
    switch( PressedButton ) 
    { 
    case 1:  
       { 
// These cases are skipped in this project; they are never evaluated because  
// Control Node buttons are not pressed during operation. 
 } 
 case 2: 
       { 
// These cases are skipped in this project; they are never evaluated because  
// Control Node buttons are not pressed during operation. 
 } 
    } 
} 
 
 
// User defined subroutines. 
BOOL RecognizeMessage_SNready(int SensorIndex) 
{ 
 if( ( rxMessage.PayloadSize == 0x08 )     && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[0] == 0x53 /*S*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[1] == 0x4E /*N*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[3] == 0x72 /*r*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[4] == 0x65 /*e*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[5] == 0x61 /*a*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[6] == 0x64 /*d*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[7] == 0x79 /*y*/ )   ) 
 { 
  if( ( ( SensorIndex == 1 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[2] == 0x31 ) ) ||  
      ( ( SensorIndex == 2 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[2] == 0x32 ) ) || 
      ( ( SensorIndex == 3 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[2] == 0x33 ) ) || 
      ( ( SensorIndex == 4 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[2] == 0x34 ) ) )  
  { 
   return 1; 
  } 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  return 0; 
 } 
 
 
 
} 
 
void SendMessage_Request(int SensorIndex) 
{ 
 MiApp_FlushTx(); 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x52); /*R*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x65); /*e*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x71); /*q*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x75); /*u*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x65); /*e*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x73); /*s*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x74); /*t*/ 
 if ( SensorIndex == 1 )  { MiApp_WriteData(0x31); /*1*/ } 
 else if( SensorIndex == 2 )  { MiApp_WriteData(0x32); /*2*/ } 
 else if( SensorIndex == 3 ) { MiApp_WriteData(0x33); /*3*/ } 
 else if( SensorIndex == 4 ) { MiApp_WriteData(0x34); /*4*/ } 
  
 // Broadcast the non-secure message. 
 MiApp_BroadcastPacket(FALSE); 
 MiApp_FlushTx(); 
} 
 
void SendMessage_Complete(int SensorIndex) 
{ 
 MiApp_FlushTx(); 
 if ( SensorIndex == 1 )  { MiApp_WriteData(0x31); /*1*/ } 
 else if( SensorIndex == 2 )  { MiApp_WriteData(0x32); /*2*/ } 
 else if( SensorIndex == 3 ) { MiApp_WriteData(0x33); /*3*/ } 
 else if( SensorIndex == 4 ) { MiApp_WriteData(0x34); /*4*/ } 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x4F); /*C*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x6E); /*m*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x65); /*p*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x5F); /*l*/ 
 MiApp_WriteData(0x5F); /*t*/ 
  
 // Broadcast the non-secure message. 
 MiApp_BroadcastPacket(FALSE); 
 MiApp_FlushTx(); 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Appendix B: Sensor Node 1 software 
 
// FileName: FeatureDemoNode2.c 
// Processor: PIC24FJ128GA010 
// Hardware: Explorer 16 
// File Description: This is the condensed code which acts as “Sensor Node 1”. 
 
/************************ HEADERS **********************************/ 
#include "Common\Console.h" 
#include "Common\SymbolTime.h" 
#include "WirelessProtocols\MCHP_API.h" 
#include "system.h" 
#include "C:\Microchip Solutions\Microchip\Include\Common\timer.h" 
 
/************************ DEFINES ********************************/ 
#define LIGHT     0x01 
#define SWITCH    0x02 
#define SIGNALROWS   25 
#define SIGNALCOLUMNS  10 
/*******************************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************************/ 
#if ADDITIONAL_NODE_ID_SIZE > 0 
    BYTE AdditionalNodeID[ADDITIONAL_NODE_ID_SIZE] = {SWITCH}; 
#endif 
 
BYTE myChannel = 25;  
 
/**************** VARIABLES and FUNCTION PROTOTYPES****************/ 
ROM const SN1ready[2][8] =  
{ 
 0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00, 
 0x53,0x4E,0x31,0x72,0x65,0x61,0x64,0x79    // ASCII: “SN1ready” 
}; 
BYTE Signal[(SIGNALROWS+1)][SIGNALCOLUMNS] = 
{ 
    //0x09CA\\//0x09CC\\//0x09CE\\//0x09D0\\//0x09D2\\  
    0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00, // Data Flush 
    0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11,0x11, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x02,0x22,0x23,0x24,0x25,0x26,0x27,0x28,0x29,0x2A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x03,0x32,0x33,0x34,0x35,0x36,0x37,0x38,0x39,0x3A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x04,0x42,0x43,0x44,0x45,0x46,0x47,0x48,0x49,0x4A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x05,0x52,0x53,0x54,0x55,0x56,0x57,0x58,0x59,0x5A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x06,0x62,0x63,0x64,0x65,0x66,0x67,0x68,0x69,0x6A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x07,0x72,0x73,0x74,0x75,0x76,0x77,0x78,0x79,0x7A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x08,0x82,0x83,0x84,0x85,0x86,0x87,0x88,0x89,0x8A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x09,0x92,0x93,0x94,0x95,0x96,0x97,0x98,0x99,0x9A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x10,0xA2,0xA3,0xA4,0xA5,0xA6,0xA7,0xA8,0xA9,0xAA, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x11,0x12,0x13,0x14,0x15,0x16,0x17,0x18,0x19,0x1A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x12,0x22,0x23,0x24,0x25,0x26,0x27,0x28,0x29,0x2A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x13,0x32,0x33,0x34,0x35,0x36,0x37,0x38,0x39,0x3A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x14,0x42,0x43,0x44,0x45,0x46,0x47,0x48,0x49,0x4A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x15,0x52,0x53,0x54,0x55,0x56,0x57,0x58,0x59,0x5A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x16,0x62,0x63,0x64,0x65,0x66,0x67,0x68,0x69,0x6A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x17,0x72,0x73,0x74,0x75,0x76,0x77,0x78,0x79,0x7A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x18,0x82,0x83,0x84,0x85,0x86,0x87,0x88,0x89,0x8A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x19,0x92,0x93,0x94,0x95,0x96,0x97,0x98,0x99,0x9A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x20,0xA2,0xA3,0xA4,0xA5,0xA6,0xA7,0xA8,0xA9,0xAA, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x21,0x12,0x13,0x14,0x15,0x16,0x17,0x18,0x19,0x1A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x22,0x22,0x23,0x24,0x25,0x26,0x27,0x28,0x29,0x2A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x23,0x32,0x33,0x34,0x35,0x36,0x37,0x38,0x39,0x3A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
    0x24,0x42,0x43,0x44,0x45,0x46,0x47,0x48,0x49,0x4A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
 
 
 
    0x25,0x52,0x53,0x54,0x55,0x56,0x57,0x58,0x59,0x5A, // 10 samples (0.4sec @ 25 Hz) 
}; 
BOOL RecognizeMessage_CNRequest(int SensorIndex); 
BOOL RecognizeMessage_Complete(int SensorIndex); 
 
/***************** FUNCTION DESCRIPTION ***************************/ 
* Function: void main(void) 
* Overview: This is the main function that runs the demo.  
*           The device will first search for a valid connection. 
********************************************************************/ 
int main(void) 
{    
    // Import ADC functionality     
    AD1PCFG = 0xffff;    // Setup PortA IOs as digital 
    TimerInit();     // Setup the timer 
    ADCInit();     // Setup the ADC 
    BOOL trisB2hold;    // Use to hold TRIS bit status 
    BOOL trisB3hold;    // Use to hold TRIS bit status 
    int k_sender = 0; 
    int RequestFlag = 1; 
 
    // P2P Protocol Stack follows... 
    BYTE i, j; 
    BYTE OperatingChannel = 0xFF; 
    BYTE TxSynCount = 0; 
    BYTE TxSynCount2 = 0; 
    BYTE TxPersistFailures = 0; 
    BOOL ReadyToSleep = FALSE; 
    BYTE TxNum = 0; 
    BYTE RxNum = 0; 
    BYTE PressedButton = 0; 
 
    BoardInit(); 
    ConsoleInit(); 
    LED_1 = 0; 
    LED_2 = 0; 
 
    // Display: description banner. 
    LCDDisplay((char *)"     Sensor          Node 1     ", 0, TRUE); 
 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    // Function MiApp_ProtocolInit initialize the chosen protocol stack 
    // before the stack can be run. It is usually applied after the  
    // the hardware initialziation, before the hand-shake process. 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    MiApp_ProtocolInit();   
      
    #if defined(EXPLORER16) 
    #else 
        #error "Unknown board.  Please initialize board as required." 
    #endif 
     
    Printf("\r\nStarting Node 2 of Feature Demo for MiWi(TM) P2P Stack ..."); 
    Printf("\r\nInput Configuration:"); 
    Printf("\r\n           Button 1: RD6 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RB5 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RB0 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n           Button 2: RD7 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RB4 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RA5 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\nOutput Configuration:"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RS232 port"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     USB on PIC18 Explorer and Explorer 16"); 
 
 
 
    Printf("\r\n              LED 1: D10 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RA0 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     D8 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n              LED 2: D9 on Explorer 16"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     RA1 on PICDEM Z"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     D7 on PIC18 Explorer"); 
    Printf("\r\n     RF Transceiver: MRF24J40"); 
    Printf("\r\n   Demo Instruction:"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     Power on the board until LED 1 lights up"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     to indicate it is connected to the peer."); 
    Printf("\r\n                     Push Button 1 to broadcast a message. Push"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     Button 2 to unicast encrypted message on"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     PICDEM Z or Explorer 16 demo boards. LED 2"); 
    Printf("\r\n                     will be toggled upon receiving messages."); 
    Printf("\r\n\r\n"); 
    LED_1 = 0; 
    LED_2 = 0; 
     
    #ifdef ENABLE_ACTIVE_SCAN 
     
        ConsolePutROMString((ROM char*)"\r\nStarting Active Scan...");     
         
        LCDDisplay((char *)"Active Scanning", 0, FALSE); 
         
        while(1) 
        { 
            /*******************************************************************/ 
            // Function MiApp_SearchConnection will return the number of existing  
            // connections in all channels. It will help to decide which channel  
            // to operate on and which connection to add 
            // The return value is the number of connections. The connection data 
            //     are stored in global variable ActiveScanResults. Maximum active 
            //     scan result is defined as ACTIVE_SCAN_RESULT_SIZE 
            // The first parameter is the scan duration, which has the same definition 
            //     in Energy Scan. 10 is roughly 1 second. 9 is a half second and 11  
            //     is 2 seconds. Maximum scan duration is 14, or roughly 16 seconds. 
            // The second parameter is the channel map. Bit 0 of the  
            //     double word parameter represents channel 0. For the 2.4GHz  
            //     frequency band, all possible channels are channel 11 to channel  
            //     26. As the result, the bit map is 0x07FFF800. Stack will filter 
            //     out all invalid channels, so the application only needs to pay 
            //     attention to the channels that are not preferred. 
            /*******************************************************************/ 
            j = MiApp_SearchConnection(10, 0xFFFFFFFF); 
             
            if( j > 0 ) 
            { 
                // now print out the scan result. 
                Printf("\r\nActive Scan Results: \r\n"); 
                for(i = 0; i < j; i++) 
                { 
                    Printf("Channel: "); 
                    PrintDec(ActiveScanResults[i].Channel); 
                    Printf("   RSSI: "); 
                    PrintChar(ActiveScanResults[i].RSSIValue); 
                    Printf("\r\n"); 
                    OperatingChannel = ActiveScanResults[i].Channel; 
                } 
            } 
         
            if( OperatingChannel != 0xFF ) 
            { 
                /*******************************************************************/ 
 
 
 
                // Function MiApp_SetChannel assign the operation channel(frequency) 
                // for the transceiver. Channels 0 - 31 has been defined for the  
                // wireless protocols, but not all channels are valid for all  
                // transceivers, depending on their hardware design, operating 
                // frequency band, data rate and other RF parameters 
                /*******************************************************************/ 
                MiApp_SetChannel(OperatingChannel); 
                break; 
            } 
             
            printf("\r\nNo Suitable PAN, Rescanning..."); 
        } 
    #endif 
     
     
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    // Function MiApp_ConnectionMode sets the connection mode for the  
    // protocol stack. Possible connection modes are: 
    //  - ENABLE_ALL_CONN       accept all connection request 
    //  - ENABLE_PREV_CONN      accept only known device to connect 
    //  - ENABL_ACTIVE_SCAN_RSP do not accept connection request, but allow 
    //                          response to active scan 
    //  - DISABLE_ALL_CONN      disable all connection request, including 
    //                          active scan request 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    MiApp_ConnectionMode(ENABLE_ALL_CONN); 
     
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    // Function MiApp_EstablishConnection establish connections between 
    // two devices. It has two input parameters: 
    // The first parameter is the index of the target device in the  
    //     active scan table. It requires a MiApp_SearchConnection call 
    //     before hand. If seraching connection is not performed in advance, 
    //     user can apply 0xFF to the first parameter to indicate that 
    //     it is OK to establish connection with any device. 
    // The second parameter is the connection mode, either directly or 
    //     indirectly. Direct connection is a connection in the radio 
    //     range. All protocol stack support this connection mode. Indirect 
    //     connection is the connection out of radio range. An indirect 
    //     connection has to rely on other device to route the messages 
    //     between two connected devices. Indirect connection is also 
    //     called "Socket" connection in MiWi Protocol. Since MiWi P2P 
    //     protocol only handles connection of one hop, indirect connection 
    //     is not supported in MiWi P2P protocol, but supported in other 
    //     networking protocols. 
    // Function MiApp_EstablishConnection returns the index of the connected 
    //     device in the connection table. If no connection is established  
    //     after predefined retry times CONNECTION_RETRY_TIMES, it will 
    //     return 0xFF. If multiple connections have been established, it 
    //     will return the one of the indexes of the connected device. 
    /*******************************************************************/ 
    MiApp_EstablishConnection(0, CONN_MODE_DIRECT); 
    Printf("\r\nConnection Created on channel "); 
    PrintDec(currentChannel); 
    Printf("\r\n"); 
     
    // Display current opertion on LCD of demo board, if applicable 
    LCDDisplay((char *)" Connected Peer  on Channel %d", currentChannel, TRUE); 
     
 LED_1 = 1; // Turn on LED 1 to indicate P2P connection established 
     
 DumpConnection(0xFF); 
     
 
 
 
    // Following block display - LCD demo instructions  
    LCDDisplay((char *)"RD6:Send Data   RD7:Collect Data", 0, FALSE);  
 
    while(1) 
    { 
        // Return boolean "true" if there is a message available. Store in 
        // variable "rxMessage" (RECEIVED_MESSAGE structure). 
        if( MiApp_MessageAvailable() ) 
        { 
     // Recognize Control Node's beacon for Sensor Node 1 Data. 
     if( ( RequestFlag == 1 ) && ( RecognizeMessage_CNRequest(1) ) )  
     { 
   // Sensor node recognizes Control Node's beacon for  
   // Sensor Node 1 data. 
   PressedButton = 1; 
   RequestFlag = 4; 
   LED_2 ^= 1; 
            MiApp_DiscardMessage(); 
     } 
     else if( ( RequestFlag == 4 ) && ( RecognizeMessage_Complete(4) ) ) 
     { 
   // Allow cycle to restart when new data collected, but only  
   // after Sensor Node 4 has completed data transfer.  
   RequestFlag = 1; 
         MiApp_DiscardMessage(); 
     } 
 
           /*******************************************************************/ 
           // If a packet has been received, following code prints out some of 
           // the information available in rxMessage. 
           /*******************************************************************/ 
           Printf("Receive Packet "); 
           #ifdef ENABLE_SECURITY 
               if( rxMessage.flags.bits.secEn ) 
               { 
                   ConsolePutROMString((ROM char *)"Secured "); 
               } 
           #endif 
           #ifndef TARGET_SMALL 
               if( rxMessage.flags.bits.broadcast ) 
               { 
                   ConsolePutROMString((ROM char *)"Broadcast with RSSI "); 
               } 
               else 
               { 
                   ConsolePutROMString((ROM char *)"Unicast with RSSI "); 
               } 
               PrintChar(rxMessage.PacketRSSI); 
               if( rxMessage.flags.bits.srcPrsnt ) 
               { 
                   ConsolePutROMString((ROM char *)" from "); 
                   for(i = 0; i < MY_ADDRESS_LENGTH; i++) 
                   { 
                       PrintChar(rxMessage.SourceAddress[MY_ADDRESS_LENGTH-1-i]); 
                   } 
               } 
           #endif 
           ConsolePutROMString((ROM char *)": "); 
 
           // print out payload itself 
           for(i = 0; i < rxMessage.PayloadSize; i++) 
           { 
               ConsolePut(rxMessage.Payload[i]); 
 
 
 
           } 
             
           // Discard rxMessage.     
           MiApp_DiscardMessage(); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            switch( PressedButton ) 
            { 
                case 1: 
                  /***************************************************************/ 
     // Send data by pressing Button 1 (RD6 on Explorer 16). 
// First use MiApp_FlushTx to reset the Transmit buffer. Then fill 
// the TX buffer by calling function MiApp_WriteData 
                  /***************************************************************/ 
   MiApp_FlushTx(); 
   k_sender++; 
                    for(i = 0; i < SIGNALCOLUMNS; i++) 
                    { 
                        MiApp_WriteData(Signal[k_sender][i]); 
                    } 
                     
// Broadcast the message. Message security not necessary. 
                  MiApp_BroadcastPacket(FALSE); 
                     
   if( ( 1 <= k_sender ) && ( k_sender <= SIGNALROWS ) )  
   { 
               LCDDisplay((char *)"SN1packets sent:%d", k_sender, FALSE); 
   } 
   if ( k_sender == SIGNALROWS )  
   { 
       delay_ms(500); 
           LCDDisplay((char *)"SN1Data transfer complete", 0, FALSE); 
       delay_ms(1000); 
           LCDDisplay((char *)"MCU & Xcvr sleepwake on timeout.", 0,  
FALSE); 
   } 
                    break; 
   
                case 2: 
                 /************************************************************/                 
                    // Collect data by pressing Button 2 (RD7 on Explorer 16). 
                    /***********************************************************/   
   // Hold Tris bits status 
   trisB2hold = TRISBbits.TRISB2; 
   trisB3hold = TRISBbits.TRISB3; 
     
   // Assign Tris bits status for ADC conversion 
   TRISBbits.TRISB2 = 1; 
   TRISBbits.TRISB3 = 1; 
     
   // Display: sampling will begin in 2 seconds... 
   LCDDisplay((char *)" Begin sampling  in 1.5 seconds  ", 0, FALSE); 
   delay_ms(500); 
   LCDDisplay((char *)" Begin sampling  in 1.0 seconds  ", 0, FALSE); 
   delay_ms(500); 
       LCDDisplay((char *)" Begin sampling  in 0.5 seconds  ", 0, FALSE); 
   delay_ms(500); 
     
   // Populate Signal array  
   int r;  
   int c; 
   for(r=1; r<=SIGNALROWS; r++) 
 
 
 
   { 
       for(c=0; c<SIGNALCOLUMNS; c++) 
       {  
     while(!AD1CON1bits.DONE);  // Wait until conversion done 
     delay_ms(40);     // 40 milliseconds per sample = 25 Hertz 
     Signal[r][c] = (long) (ADC1BUF0/4); // Write Signal array 
       } 
       DisplayDigitizedSample(Signal[r][0]); 
   } 
     
   // Display: completed 10 seconds of data collection.  
   LCDDisplay((char *)"10 seconds of     data collected", 0, FALSE); 
   delay_ms(1000); 
            
   // Return Tris bits to original status 
   TRISBbits.TRISB2 = trisB2hold; 
   TRISBbits.TRISB3 = trisB3hold; 
 
   // Send message to Control Node: "SN1ready" 
   MiApp_FlushTx(); 
                    for(i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
                    { 
                        MiApp_WriteData(SN1ready[1][i]); 
                    } 
                     
   // Broadcast the non-secure message, and then flush. 
                    MiApp_BroadcastPacket(FALSE); 
   MiApp_FlushTx(); 
 
                    break; 
                     
                default: 
                    break; 
            } 
            PressedButton = 0; 
 
            #ifdef ENABLE_SLEEP 
                ReadyToSleep = TRUE; 
            #endif 
             
            #ifdef ENABLE_FREQUENCY_AGILITY 
            /******************************************************************/ 
      // TxPersistFailures is the local variable to track the transmission 
      // failure because no acknowledgement frame is received. Typically, 
      // this is the indication of either very strong noise, or the PAN 
      // has hopped to another channel. 
            /******************************************************************/ 
      if( TxPersistFailures > 3 ) 
      { 
         // Display the resynch message on LCD of demo board, if applicable  
         LCDDisplay((char *)"Resynchronizing the Connection", 0, FALSE);  
 
                /*************************************************************/ 
                // Function MiApp_ResyncConnection is used to synchronized connection 
                // if one side of communication jumped to another channel, when  
                // frequency agility is performed. Usually, this is done by the  
                // sleeping device, since the sleeping device cannot hear the  
                // broadcast of channel hopping command. The first parameter is the  
                // index of connection table for the peer node, which we would like to  
                // resynchronize to. The second parameter is the bit map of channels  
                // to be scanned. 
                /*************************************************************/ 
                while( MiApp_ResyncConnection(0, 0xFFFFFFFF) == FALSE ) ;     
 
 
 
                TxPersistFailures = 0; 
                ReadyToSleep = FALSE; 
      
                // Display the resynch result on the LCD of demo board, if applicable. 
                LCDDisplay((char *)" Resynchronized  to Channel %d", currentChannel, 
 FALSE);  
      } 
            #endif 
           
            #ifdef ENABLE_SLEEP 
          /******************************************************************/ 
// If Data Request command and data transmision has been handled, 
             // as the RFD device, it is time to consider put both the radio and  
             // MCU into sleep mode to conserve power. 
/******************************************************************/                
if( ReadyToSleep ) 
             { 
                ReadyToSleep = FALSE; 
                /************************************************************/ 
                // Put MRF24J40 radio into sleep. The radio is set to be waken up 
                // by the MCU. 
                /************************************************************/ 
                MiApp_TransceiverPowerState(POWER_STATE_SLEEP); 
                 
                // make sure UART has nothing to output 
                while(ConsoleIsPutReady() == 0);  
                     
                // Prepare the condition to wake up the MCU. The MCU can either be 
                // waken up by the timeout of watch dog timer, or by the interrupt 
                // from pushing the button. 
                #if defined(__PIC24F__) || defined(__PIC24H__) 
                 ClrWdt(); 
                 RCONbits.SWDTEN = 1; // enable watch dog timer 
                    IFS1bits.CNIF = 0; 
                    IEC1bits.CNIE = 1;   // enable pin change notification interrupt 
                #endif 
                
                // Uncomment to put MCU into sleep mode 
                // Sleep(); 
 
                // wake up the MCU by WDT or external interrupt 
                 
                #if defined(__PIC24F__) || defined(__PIC24H__) 
                 RCONbits.SWDTEN = 0;  // disable watch dog timer 
                    //IEC1bits.CNIE = 0;  // disable pin change notification interrupt 
                #endif 
 
  /***************************************************************/ 
    // Function ButtonPressed will return if buttons RD6 or RD7 on the  
    //    Explorer 16 board have been pushed. Force button press and 
    //   keep transmitting message until complete. 
               /***************************************************************/ 
    if( ( k_sender > 0 ) && ( k_sender < SIGNALROWS ) ) 
    { 
   // Transmit entire message; stay in RD6 switch case. 
   PressedButton = 1; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
   k_sender = 0; 
               PressedButton = ButtonPressed(); 
         } 
              /***************************************************************/ 
 
 
 
               // Function MiApp_TransceiverPowerState is used to set the power 
               // state of RF transceiver. There are three possible states:  
               //   - POWER_STATE_SLEEP     Put transceiver into sleep 
               //   - POWER_STATE_WAKEUP    Wake up the transceiver only 
               //   - POWER_STATE_WAKEUP_DR Wake up and send Data Request command 
               /***************************************************************/ 
               if( MiApp_TransceiverPowerState(POWER_STATE_WAKEUP_DR) > SUCCESS )  
               { 
                Printf("\r\nData Request Failed"); 
                    TxPersistFailures++; 
  } 
               else 
               { 
                if( TxPersistFailures > 0 ) 
                    { 
// LCDTRXCount(TxNum, RxNum); 
                    } 
                    TxPersistFailures = 0; 
  } 
            } 
           #endif              
           } 
     } 
} 
 
 
// Subroutines 
BOOL RecognizeMessage_CNRequest(int SensorIndex) 
{ 
 if(  ( rxMessage.PayloadSize == 0x08 )      && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[0] == 0x52 /*R*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[1] == 0x65 /*e*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[2] == 0x71 /*q*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[3] == 0x75 /*u*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[4] == 0x65 /*e*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[5] == 0x73 /*s*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[6] == 0x74 /*t*/ ) ) 
 { 
  if(  ( ( SensorIndex == 1 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[7] == 0x31 ) ) ||  
   ( ( SensorIndex == 2 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[7] == 0x32 ) ) || 
   ( ( SensorIndex == 3 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[7] == 0x33 ) ) || 
   ( ( SensorIndex == 4 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[7] == 0x34 ) ) )  
  { 
   return 1; 
  } 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  return 0; 
 } 
} 
 
BOOL RecognizeMessage_Complete(int SensorIndex) 
{ 
 if(  ( rxMessage.PayloadSize == 0x06 )      && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[1] == 0x4F /*C*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[2] == 0x6E /*m*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[3] == 0x65 /*p*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[4] == 0x5F /*l*/ ) && 
  ( rxMessage.Payload[5] == 0x5F /*t*/ ) ) 
 { 
  if(  ( ( SensorIndex == 1 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[0] == 0x31 ) ) ||  
   ( ( SensorIndex == 2 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[0] == 0x32 ) ) || 
 
 
 
   ( ( SensorIndex == 3 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[0] == 0x33 ) ) || 
   ( ( SensorIndex == 4 ) && ( rxMessage.Payload[0] == 0x34 ) ) )  
  { 
   return 1; 
  } 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  return 0; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Appendix C: Node Interaction 
 
The following visual diagram shows the message-based interaction between the 
Control Node and Sensor Nodes.  All of the Sensor Nodes simultaneously gather 
data for 10 seconds.  Then, the message “SN1ready” is issued by Sensor Node 1 to 
the Control Node.  This starts a chain of messages, which are shown in a counter-
clockwise manner below, starting with “SN1ready”. 
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